Peterborough Figure Skating Club
Coaches Meeting
Wednesday, August 14,2013

Attendees: Hallie Atter, Kim Morello, Tara Paul, Lara Oosting, Cindy Moloney, Jessica
Pritchard, Brigitte Mackey, Judy Bates, Lori Atkins, Kim Wilson, Barry Morrison
Guest Speaker: Monica Johnston

Regrets: Diane Sargent, Susan Sparkes, Alana Jolley, Erica Diamond, Troy Hockley,
Sarah Buttle
Secretary absent: Kim Morello filled in
Hallie welcomed everyone to the meeting and reviewed the nights agenda.

Side note: CSA Approved Helmets will be enforced this season.
Canadian Tire is a sponsor for Skate Canada, so perhaps parents could be
directed there for proper ice helmets .
Topic # 1: Coaches Contracts
-presented by Hallie
-coaches have received their contracts
-once signed and witnessed, returned to Hallie, and all coaches will
receive a signed copy back
Discussion:
-future items and clarifications in contracts will be documented on paper
and then consistent practices implemented
- ‘Consultants’ need to defined
Action:
-Temporarily for the 2013/2014 season, a Consultant must have written
permission from the Board to be on the ice ( i.e. choregraphers, coaches
for another coach while on vacation, etc )

Topic # 2: Activities for the year
-presented by Hallie
-mapped out at our last board meeting ( Thursday August 8th ) and
reviewed with the coaches month by month

Topic # 3: Session Structure
-presented by Cindy
-reviewed the schedules for Monday, Wednesday and Fridaysessions
which she emailed to the coaches on June 20, 2013

Topic # 4: Coaches Contracts reviewed
-presented by Monica
Discussion:
-suggested that definitions needed to be defined for “coaching “ positions
(i.e. Club Coaches- coaches on staff
then Consultants, Choreographers, Dance instructors have an
APPENDIX for working under a Base Coach)
Action:
For the board to define and record the coaching positions
Topic # 5: Canskate Roadshow
-presented by Monica
Discussion:
-promoted the Canskate Roadshow in Lindsay
Action:
Hallie to submit a list of board members, coaches and program
instructors to attend the seminar
Topic # 6: Seminars
-presented by Monica
-dates of seminars were not confirmed
-discussed the Jump Start Program

Topic # 7: Interclub
-presented by Lara
-requested feedback regarding interclub competition

Topic # 8: CEP
-presented by Monica
-for coaches the CEP period ends June 30,2014 and they must have their
5 credits in order to register for next years season of 2014/2015
Topic # 9: Last Year in Review
-presented by Hallie
Discussion:
-asked coaches for feedback on last year ( i.e. what they liked, needed
improvement on,etc.)
Action:
Hallie asked coaches to email her this information , so it could be
reviewed

Topic # 10: Ipad
-an ipad and protective case was presented to the coaches from the board
Discussion:
-perhaps the ipad could be used beyond the skaters and used by coaches
to bring to seminars
Action:
- rules will be implemented for the use of the ipad ( i.e. to be used by
coaches only, not skaters themselves,etc.) by the board
Next scheduled Board Meeting : Monday, September 16, 2013
Adjournment

